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1 Introduction
In this work, we extend a general class of models for functional regression to the longitudinal data setting,where each sampled function may have only a small number of noisy measurements at irregular time intervals.This setting presents considerable challenges which cannot be handled by conventional estimation methodsin the functional regression literature. Previous work in this area assumes a linear relationship between theresponse and covariate, which is often inappropriate. We build on the work of McLean et al. (2013), in order toallow for more general response-predictor relationships. The estimation methods used in McLean et al. (2013)depend upon the functional data being fully observed without error. A naive approach of simply interpolatingbetween points for each functional covariate, and then assuming the trajectories are completely observed can bevery inaccurate, and we therefore must develop an entirely different approach to McLean et al. (2013). We willtake a Bayesian approach, which will allow us to simultaneously recover the complete functional trajectorieswhile estimating all other model parameters.It is now commonplace in many fields to collect data where each observation is a sample path from someunderlying continuous-time stochastic process, {X (t) : t ∈ T }. Functional data analysis (FDA) is the branchof statistics concerned with methods for analyzing such data. FDA methods often rely on an assumptionof smoothness of the underlying process and ordinarily assume the sampled trajectories Xi(t) are fully andnoiselessly observed. Typically, the X (t) are represented as the result of some presmoothing of the data.One problem that is frequently studied in the FDA literature is that of using the sampled trajectories ascovariates in a regression model involving a scalar response variable. The most commonly used model in thissetting is the functional linear model (FLM), first proposed in Ramsay and Dalzell (1991), given by
E (Yi | Xi) = θ0 + ∫T β(t)Xi(t) dt, i = 1, . . . , N ; (1)where Xi is a real-valued, continuous, square-integrable, random curve on the compact interval T , Yi is a scalarrandom variable, θ0 an intercept, and β(·) is the functional coefficient with β(t) describing the effect on theresponse of the functional predictor at time t .A model recently proposed in McLean et al. (2013) called the functional generalized additive model (FGAM)removes the restrictive linearity assumption of the FLM by modeling the conditional mean of Y as
E (Yi | Xi) = η0i + ∫T F{Xi(t), t} dt, (2)where F is an unknown smooth function and the offset term η0i contains any additional scalar or functionalcovariates other than Xi(t). Notice that as a special case, when F{X (t), t} = β(t)X (t) and η0i = θ0, we obtainthe FLM. This model retains the ease of interpretability of the FLM while suffering from less approximation bias.The surface F will be parameterized using tensor products of B-splines and two smoothing parameters willcontrol the complexity of the estimated surface. As the FLM can be thought of as a (multivariate) linear model
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with an infinite number of predictors, the FGAM can be thought of as an additive model in an infinite number ofpredictors (McLean et al. 2013).Frequently, the functional data we encounter in practice are not observed on a dense, regularly-spaced grid,but instead on a sparse, irregular grid with measurement error and with some subjects having as little as one ortwo measurements. This type of data is frequently found in the longitudinal data analysis (LDA) literature. Anoverview of the differences between FDA and LDA can be found in Rice (2004). When the trajectories are notobserved on a regular grid, the estimation procedure used in McLean et al. (2013) cannot be directly applied.In these situations, the semiparametric techniques commonly used in LDA are more appropriate; in this work,we take a linear mixed effects modeling approach. Most of the previous work on sparsely observed functionaldata only considers estimation of the mean and covariance function of the underlying process, with few papersexamining regression of a scalar on the sparse trajectories. Notable exceptions are James (2002), Wang et al.(2005), Bigelow and Dunson (2009), and Goldsmith et al. (2011a). To the best of our knowledge, our work isthe first to study nonparametric regression with sparse functional data.It is common to estimate the complete functional trajectories by performing a functional principal componentsanalysis (FPCA); for example, the principal components analysis through conditional expectation (PACE) methodof Yao et al. (2005). Whereas a typical functional data analysis smooths the measurements for each subjectseparately, the advantage of PACE is that it pools data across subjects at each time point to estimate an entirecovariance surface. This “borrowing of strength” across subjects is a main reason for the method’s success.Although it is not considered in Yao et al. (2005), one might think it reasonable to use a two-stage approach offirst using PACE to recover the function predictors and then in a second step fitting an FLM using standardtechniques or an FGAM using the procedure in McLean et al. (2013). The main advantage of our Bayesianalgorithms over a two-stage approach is that they allow us to directly account for uncertainty in the estimatesfrom the FPCA. Our numerical results demonstrate the inadequacy of a conventional two-stage estimationprocedure and we believe that our algorithms also gain from using information in the response when estimatingthe functional trajectories.An important step in the PACE procedure is estimating the covariance surface of the functions using localpolynomial modeling. Although PACE often performs well in a variety of situations, in our simulation studies weobserve similar results to Peng and Paul (2009), who found that PACE can have problems in more challengingsettings with higher sparsity and a true covariance function that has more than three non-zero eigenvalues.In a number of the simulations in Peng and Paul (2009), and in our own experiments, the covariance surfaceestimated by PACE is not positive definite and the estimated measurement error variance is negative. Wewill demonstrate that our Bayesian algorithms do not suffer from this problem. Our methods can also be usedto effectively recover a greater number of principal components. Several currently available techniques onlyconsider recovery of two non-zero principal components in simulation studies and attempt to estimate threecomponents in real data studies (e.g., Yao et al. 2005; Yao and Lee 2005).Our goals are three-fold: 1) accurate recovery of the sparsely observed trajectories, 2) accurate recovery of
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the surface, F (x, t), and 3) accurate prediction of the response, Y . The missing parts of the trajectories must beimputed during the estimation procedure. Three possibilities for doing this are an expectation-maximization(EM) algorithm, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), or a variational approximation. The advantage of MCMCover an EM algorithm approach is that uncertainty about the imputed curves is automatically taken into accountduring the estimation. Due to the computational overhead associated with MCMC, we also present a variationalBayes algorithm that can be used for fast approximate inference and to initialize an MCMC sampler.Variational Bayes (VB) refers to a specific variational approximation used for Bayesian inference that relieson the assumption that a posterior density of interest factors into a product form over certain groups of modelparameters. Though they are commonly used in computer science, the application of variational approximationsin statistics is relatively new; Ormerod and Wand (2010) provides an overview. When the amount of posteriordependence is small, there is little loss of accuracy and often very large improvements in computation time overMCMC methods. Applications of VB to regression problems with missing data can be found in Faes et al. (2011)and Goldsmith et al. (2011b), the latter of which considered the FLM.The success of the approximation hinges on the amount of between-group dependence among the parametersin the posterior distribution. The cost of the computational efficiency gains from the approximations made in VBis the loss of guaranteed convergence to the correct distribution provided by MCMC. Factorization assumptionsare often reasonable for certain groups of parameters in functional data models (Goldsmith et al. 2011b). Weagree with those authors that VB should not be considered a replacement for fully Bayesian inference. Insteadwe consider it as complementary to MCMC: a useful tool for approximate answers in large data situations whenMCMC becomes intractable. One natural way to use the two as complements is to use VB estimates as startingvalues for an MCMC algorithm in the hopes of achieving faster convergence to, and better exploration of, theposterior distribution of interest. In our experience, the choice of starting values is critical for high-dimensionalproblems such as functional regression.When conjugate priors are used and closed-form expressions exist for all full conditional distributions in amodel, the optimal densities for approximating the posterior using VB have closed-form expressions as well.It is not possible to obtain closed-form updates for all the paramaters in the FGAM due to the nonconjugatefull conditional distribution for the principal component scores, as they appear in the likelihood as argumentsto the B-spline basis functions used to parameterize the regression surface. Therefore, Metropolis-Hastingsteps are needed for our MCMC algorithm. For our VB algorithm, we alternatively overcome the nonconjugacyusing a Laplace approximation. An additional complication is the necessity of an anisotropic roughness penaltyfor F (x, t), owing to the possibly differing amounts of smoothness in x and t , which makes the two smoothingparameters difficult to separate. Using our VB approach, we are typically able to obtain a speed-up of atleast an order of magnitude over generating 10,000 samples from our MCMC sampler, with minimal sacrifice inaccuracy. Our approaches perform quite well at both out-of-sample prediction and recovering the true surfacewhether the true model is linear or nonlinear.The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews functional principal component
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analysis, Section 3 discusses our parameterization for the unknown surface, F (x, t), Section 4 discusses ourMCMC algorithm for fitting FGAM, Section 5 reviews variational Bayes and provides a VB algorithm for fittingFGAM, Section 6 discusses results of simulation experiments, in Section 7 we apply our algorithms to forecastingclosing prices for seven day auctions on the auction website eBay, and Section 8 concludes.
2 Recovering Sparsely Observed Functional Data
In this section we give a brief overview of the literature on estimating trajectories from sparsely observedfunctional data; one of our goals mentioned in the previous section and a key step in building our regressionmodel. Most methods involve various techniques for estimating eigenfunctions and eigenvalues from an FPCA. Acommon approach for this is to use mixed model representations for penalized or smoothing splines; see Jameset al. (2000) and the references therein. Another frequently used approach uses local polynomial modeling;see e.g., Yao et al. (2005). Bayesian approaches to functional data analysis include the wavelet-based mixedmodel method of Morris and Carroll (2006) and the Dirichlet process based approach of Rodríguez et al. (2009).Though some papers in the Bayesian literature, including the ones cited above, appear to be able to deal withirregularly sampled functional data, it is unclear how these methods perform in the high-sparsity situations wewish to consider here, and we are not aware of any of these papers analyzing how their methods perform undervarying degrees of sparsity/missingness.The usual model for the unknown functions is to assume ni noisy measurements have been taken of Xi(t):x˜i = {x˜i(ti,1), . . . , x˜i(ti,ni )}T with x˜i(tij ) = Xi(tij ) + eij ; eij i.i.d.∼ N(0, σ 2x ); i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , ni. Wedefine the mean and covariance functions µx (t) := E{X (t)} and G(s, t) := Cov{X (s), X (t)}. If X ∈ L2,then by Mercer’s theorem G(s, t) admits an expansion G(s, t) = ∑∞m=1 νmφm(s)φm(t) with (orthonormal)eigenfunctions φm(·) and associated eigenvalues νm, and the curves have a Karhunen-Loève representationXi(t) = µx (t) +∑∞m=1 φm(t)ξim; ξim ind.∼ (0, νm), where the ξ ’s are known as principal component (PC) scores. IfX (t) is assumed to be a Gaussian process, then the principal component scores are Gaussian random variables.For all FPCA methods, it is necessary to choose an integer, M , at which to truncate the basis expansion forthe unknown functions (i.e. assume ξk = 0 for all k > M). This is typically done by including enough scores toexplain a prespecified percentage (e.g. 99%) of the total observed variation in the data, and that is the approachwe take in our analysis of the auction data in Section 7.To initialize both our MCMC and VB algorithms, we take a similar (though not identical) approach to Yaoet al. (2005). We use P-splines (Eilers and Marx 1996) for the smoothing steps 1. and 2. described belowwhereas Yao et al. (2005) took a local polynomial modelling approach for these steps. The use of penalizedsplines to perform FPCA is covered in detail by Yao and Lee (2005). We perform the smoothing using the Rpackage mgcv (Wood 2006a) and use generalized cross validation to choose smoothing parameters. The full listof steps for performing the FPCA are as follows.
1. Obtain an estimate µ̂(t) of µ(t) via semiparametric regression of the pooled data x˜ = (˜xT1 , . . . , x˜TN )T on
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t˜ = (tT1 , . . . , tTN )T ; ti = (ti,1, . . . , ti,ni )T using P-splines.
2. Obtain an estimate Ĝ(s, t) of G(s, t) by fitting a cubic tensor-product P-spline (Marx and Eilers 2005)to the “raw” covariances with the diagonal removed: {x˜i(til)− µ̂x (til)}{x˜i(tis)− µ̂x (tis)}, l 6= s. We usethird-derivative penalties when fitting the tensor product spline in order to shrink estiamte towards aquadratic surface. We write Ĝ(ti, ti) to denote the Ni × Ni matrix with (j , k )-entry Ĝ(tij , tik ).
3. σ 2x is estimated as the average of the middle two thirds of the diagonal of the raw covariance matrixminus the diagonal of the smoothed covariance surface. This is as in Yao et al. (2005) and is done toavoid boundary effects.
4. ν̂ = (ν̂1, . . . , ν̂M )T , and φ̂1(t), . . . , φ̂M (t) are obtained as the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively,from an eigendecomposition of the estimated covariance matrix.
5. The principal component scores are the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) estimates:
ξ̂i = diag(ν̂)Φ̂(ti)T{Ĝ(ti, ti) + σ̂ 2x INi}−1{˜xi − µ̂x (ti)},
ξ̂i = (ξ̂i1, . . . , ξ̂iM )T , and Φ̂(ti) = [φ̂1(ti) : · · · : φ̂M (ti)], where φ̂j (ti) and µ̂x (ti) denotes the vector ofevaluations of the j th estimated eigenfunction and estimated mean function, respectively, at the timepointsti, i = 1, . . . , N.
The parameters M , µ(t), ν1, . . . , νM , and φ1(t), . . . , φM (t) are fixed at these initial estimates for our MCMCand VB algorithms. This is as done in Goldsmith et al. (2011b), though they do update ν1, . . . , νM . For ease ofnotation, we suppress the “hat”/circumflex for these parameters when developing our algorithms in later sections.The principal component scores as well as the measurement error variance are updated by both algorithms, andwe will demonstrate that our methods can be used to accurately estimate more principal components beyondthe first two. This procedure is also used in our numerical experiments when, for comparison, we also estimateFGAM using the two-step approach mentioned in the introduction.
3 Penalized Spline Smoothing For FGAM
3.1 Review of Tensor Product Splines
We next discuss our representation for the bivariate surface F (·, ·) in (2). We choose to use penalized splineswhich are very popular tools for applied regression modelling. Book-length treatments of penalized splines areprovided by Ruppert et al. (2003) and Wood (2006a). We use tensor product splines to approximate F (x, t).In this approach, the bivariate function F is constructed from univariate splines in x and t as follows. First,considering a univariate function, f of x , we may represent f (x) using splines as f (x) =∑Kxj=1 γjBXj (x), where theγj are spline coefficients to be estimated from the data and {BX1 (x), . . . , BXKx (x)} is a prespecified Kx-dimensional
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spline basis over the possible values of x . We add dependence on t by considering the spline coefficients tobe functions of t , which we again approximate using splines; i.e. γj (t) =∑Ktk=1 θjkBTk (t); j = 1, . . . , Kt ; where{BT1 (t), . . . , BTKt (t)} is a spline basis for the t-axis. Combining the equations for f (x) and the γj (t)’s we havethe following tensor product spline representation for F (x, t) (e.g., Wood 2006b)
F (x, t) = Kx∑j=1
Kt∑
k=1 θjkBXj (x)BTk (t). (3)We use B-splines for the basis functions, which are popular because of their good numerical properties andfor their computational convenience. An introduction to univariate and tensor product B-splines is provided inDierckx (1995, Ch. 1,2). To fit a tensor product spline model, one must specify a polynomial degree for theunivariate spline bases; the number of knots for the spline bases, Kx and Kt , as well as their location; penaltyparameters, dx and dt ; and smoothing parameters, λx and λt which control the trade-off between fitting the data(minimizing mean square error) and complexity of F (·, ·). While this may seem like a lot of parameters to specify,in practice assuming that Kx and Kt are chosen to be large enough, the most important factor determining the fitof the spline is the choice of smoothing parameters (Ruppert 2002), and the knots are almost always specified tobe equally-spaced distances apart. The degree of the spline bases is typically chosen to be three, i.e. cubicsplines and the penalty parameters, which we discuss in more detail shortly, are both chosen to be two, so thatthe surface is shrunk towards a plane with increasing λx and λt (Eilers and Marx 1996). The cubic B-splinepairs, BXj (x)BTk (t), look like overlapping “humps” or standard bivariate normal densities.Plugging (3) into (2) we obtain
E (Yi | Xi) = η0i + ∫ F{xi(t), t} dt ≈ η0i + Kx∑j=1
Kt∑
k=1
∫ BXj {xi(t)}BTk (t)θj ,k dt
The integral above must be approximated via quadrature. We specify a grid of time points t = (t1, . . . , tT )T wherethe integral is to be evaluated and define a vector of quadrature weights, L = (L1, . . . , LT )T . The estimatedtrajectories and the B-spline bases are evaluated at t, which results in the vectors xi = {xi(t1), . . . , xi(tT )}T ;i=1,. . . ,N; BXj ,i = [BXj {xi(t1)}, . . . , BXj {xi(tT )}]T ; and BTk = {BTk (t1), . . . , BTk (tT )}T . For the ith subject and(j , k ) basis function pair, we have ∫ BXj {xi(t)}BTk (t) dt ≈ LT (BX  BX ), where  denotes element-wisemultiplication. We then arrive at the following approximation to (2) which we use for the rest of the paper
E (Yi | Xi) = η0i + ∫ F{xi(t), t} dt ≈ η0i + Kx∑j=1
Kt∑
k=1 LT (BXj ,i  BTk )θj ,k = η0i +
Kx∑
j=1
Kt∑
k=1 Zj ,k,iθj ,k . (4)Recalling our estimate for the trajectories from the previous section, for ease of notation, we will write µx (t)and Φ(t) as µx and Φ, respectively, and only specify the grid of evaluation points if it differs from t. In thecalculations that follow, we frequently work with the T × KxKt matrix of B-spline products evaluated at thegrid points, t, and estimated trajectories, xi = µx + Φξi:
Bξi = [{BX1 (µx + Φξi) · · ·BXKx (µx + Φξi)} ⊗ 1TKt] [1TKx ⊗ {BT1 (t) · · ·BTKt (t)}], i = 1, . . . , N, (5)
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where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. This matrix is always multiplied on the left by the vector of quadratureweights, L, so we also define bTξi ≡ LTBξi . Note that bTξi = (Z1,1,i, . . . , ZKx ,Kt ,i)T is the ith row of the matrix Zfrom McLean et al. (2013).
3.2 Formulation as a Mixed Model
The mixed model formulation of penalized splines is now well-known and widely-used, see e.g., for a review.The FGAM looks superficially like a bivariate smoothing problem, but it is more challenging since we do notobserve F (x, t) (with error) for pairs (x, t) but instead we observe only the integral of F{X (t), t} with respectto t . Nonetheless, some ideas from bivariate smoothing are applicable to FGAM. As in McLean et al. (2013), westart with a bivariate spline model for F (·, ·) based on P-splines (Eilers and Marx 1996; Marx and Eilers 2005).We take a more general approach than the Bayesian P-splines of Lang and Brezger (2004), which performedisotropic smoothing via a first-order Gaussian random walk prior for the bivariate components in their additivemodel.Frequently in the penalized spline literature it is assumed λx = λt to simplify estimation. Here however,because X (t) and t having differing scales, it is not appropriate to assume apriori that the amount of smoothingfor F (x, t) should be the same in both arguments. Though we may scale x and t to lie in the unit square,this would still not result in a scale-invariant tensor product smooth (Wood et al. 2013). The necessitatedanisotropic roughness penalty associated with the spline coefficients, θ = (θ11, . . . , θ1,Kt , θ2,1 . . . , θKx ,Kt )T ,requires considerable more care than the univariate smoothing necessary for the Bayesian FLM in Goldsmithet al. (2011a), the isotropic penalty used in Müller et al. (2013), or the penalized structured additive regressionliterature (e.g., Fahrmeir et al. 2004).Wahba (1983) first made the connection between spline smoothing and Bayesian modeling, showing thatthe usual (frequentist) estimator for a cubic smoothing spline was equivalent to placing a particular improperGaussian prior on the spline coefficients. The penalization used in McLean et al. (2013) is equivalent to imposingthe following prior on the spline coefficients
p(θ | λx , λt) ∝ exp(−12θTPθ (λx , λt)θ
),
with Pθ (λx , λt) = λxPx + λtPt , with Px = DTx Dx ⊗ IKt , Pt = IKx ⊗DTt Dt . Ip is the identity matrix of dimensionp, Dt and Dx are difference operator matrices of the prespecified degrees, dx and dt , respectively. This penaltystructure leads to a partially improper Gaussian prior since Pθ (λx , λt) is rank deficient: DTx Dx has rank Kx − dx ,
DTt Dt has rank Kt − dt , so that Pθ (λx , λt) has rank KxKt − dxdt (Horn and Johnson 1994, Section 4.4). Toavoid numerical instability associated with inversion of numerically rank-deficient matrices when sampling fromthe full conditional of θ and the appearance of the zero determinant of Pθ (λx , λt) in the full conditionals of λxand λt , we aim for a simpler representation of the function by employing the mixed model representation oftensor product splines used in Currie et al. (2006, Section 6). The idea is to simultaneously diagonalize the
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marginal penalties for x and t . This results in a diagonal penalty structure which is efficient for computationsand easy to interpret.More precisely, we split the function F (x, t) into an unpenalized part parameterizing functions from thenullspace of the penalty (i.e., associated with a diffuse Gaussian prior on the coefficients) and a penalized part(associated with a non-diffuse Gaussian prior on the coefficients). We begin by rewriting the vector of functionevaluations for subject i as F (xi, t) =∑Kxj ∑Ktk (BXj ,i  BTk )θj ,k = Bξiθ. We take the spectral decompositions ofthe marginal penalties, i.e.,
DTx Dx = VxSxVTx , DTt Dt = VtStVTt ,where both Vx and Vt are orthogonal matrices and Sx and St are diagonal. We define V˜x and V˜t to bethe matrices of eigenvectors associated with zero eigenvalues, which have dimension Kx × dx and Kt × dt,respectively. The basis functions for the unpenalized part of the tensor product spline can then be defined as
Bi,0 = Bξi (V˜t ⊗ V˜x ),For the basis for the penalized part of the tensor product spline, Bi,p, we first define St,x = (IKt ⊗ Sx ) +(St ⊗ IKx ), a matrix that has all combinations of sums of the eigenvalues on the diagonal, and form S˜t,x , whichis St,x without the zero entries on the diagonal corresponding to Bi,0. This can be written as S˜t,x = UTSt,xU,where U is a KxKt × (KxKt − dxdt) orthogonal matrix constructed by removing dxdt columns from IKxKt . Wethus have
Bi,p = Bξi (Vt ⊗ Vx )US˜−1/2t,x , so that Bξiθ = Bi,0β + Bi,pδor, for clearer exposition,
Bξiθ = (BξiT)(T−1θ) with T = [T0 : Tp] = [ (V˜t ⊗ V˜x ) : (Vt ⊗ Vx )US˜−1/2t,x ],
and T−1 = [ (V˜t ⊗ V˜x ) : (Vt ⊗ Vx )US˜1/2t,x ]T .The penalty matrix Pθ (λx , λt) of the reparameterized coefficient vector (βT , δT )T = T−1θ becomes
P˜θ (λx , λt) = TTPθ (λx , λt)T. Since Pθ (λx , λt)T0 = 0, only the lower right (KxKt−dxdt)×(KxKt−dxdt)-quadrantof P˜θ (λx , λt) is of interest. Denoting this submatrix by P˜δ (λx , λt), our penalty is now given by the diagonalmatrix
P˜δ (λx , λt) = λtΨt + λxΨx ; Ψt = S˜−1/2t,x UT (St ⊗ IKx )US˜−1/2t,x ; Ψx = IKxKt−dxdt − Ψt ;see Currie et al. (2006).Recalling that bTξi = LTBξi with Bξi given by (5), we can now write∫ F (Xi(t), t) dt ≈ bTξiθ = LTBξiT(βδ
) = LTBξiT0β + LTBξiTpδ = LTBi,0β + LTBi,pδ.
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We use diffuse inverse gamma (IG) priors for the variance components and our full model is given by
Yi ∼ N(η0i + LTBi,0β + LTBi,pδ, σ 2); σ 2 ∼ IG(ae, be);x˜i(ti) ∼ N(µx (ti) + Φ(ti)ξi, σ 2x Ini ); σ 2x ∼ IG(ax , bx );ξim ∼ N(0, νm); m = 1, . . . , M ; (6)δ ∼ N(0, [λtΨt + λxΨx ]−1); λx , λt ∼ Gamma(al, bl);β ∼ N(0, σ 2β Idxdt ); η0i ∼ N(0, σ 2η ); i = 1, . . . , N
4 An MCMC algorithm for fitting FGAM
We now describe an MCMC algorithm for fitting FGAM. We will use a Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampler.The conjugate priors used for the spline coefficients and the variance components (excluding the smoothingparameters) in our hierarchical model allow for closed-form expressions for those parameters’ full conditionaldistributions. Since their derivations are quite standard, we omit the details until Appendix A and focus in thissection on the more complicated updates for the smoothing parameters and principal component scores.To understand what is being updated and in what order, we start by providing pseudocode outlining theupdates made by our MCMC algorithm to sample the posterior of model (6). Details of how the updates aredone will be provided subsequently.This pseudocode also applies to our variational Bayes algorithm developedin the next section; the change being that instead of parameters being updated by randomly drawing from adistribution that converges in the limit to the true posterior distribution (subject to regularity conditions), theyare deterministic updates of hyperparameters and moments of optimal densities. The pseudocode is given inAlgorithm 1.The updates for λx and λt require special attention because of the non-conjugality of their full conditionaldistributions. To see this, we have
p(λx | rest) = p(λx | λt, δ) ∝ p(δ | λx , λt)p(λx ) ∝ |λxΨx + λtΨt|1/2(λx )al+1 exp{−(bl + 12δTΨxδ)λx}∝ |λxΨx + λtΨt|1/2Γ(shape = al + 2, scale = {bl + 12δTΨxδ}−1) ≡ fλx (λx ), (7)where “rest” is used to denote all parameters and data in the model besides λx . The derivation is analogous forλt . We do not obtain a closed-form expression for these full conditionals because of the determinant in (7). Weovercome this difficulty by using slice sampling (Neal 2003). Slice sampling is a method for efficiently samplingfrom nonstandard distributions such as (7) by alternatingly sampling from the vertical region under fλx (x) andthen sampling from the horizonal region under the density at the location of the vertical sample. Neal (2003,Section 8) demonstrated that slice sampling can be more efficient than Metropolis methods for fitting Bayesianhierarchical models.In our implementation, given an initial value, λ0, and defining g(x) := log[fλx (x)], we obtain a draw λ1 fromp(λx | rest) as follows
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for fitting FGAM given by (6)1: Obtain initial estimates, x, for the trajectories using the method from Section 2.2: Specify penalties and bases for F (x, t). Obtain decomposition from Section 3.3: Initialize other parameters.4: repeat5: for i = 1→ N do6: Update principal component scores, ξi.7: Update xi.8: Update Bi,p.9: end for10: for i = 1→ N do11: Update terms involving scalar covariates, η0i.12: end for13: Update unpenalized spline coefficients, β .14: Update penalized spline coefficients, δ .15: Update smoothing parameters, λx , λt .16: Update measurement error variance, σ 2x .17: Update response error variance, σ 2.18: until Maximum number of iterations reached OR [for VB] convergence criteria met.
1. Draw u ∼ Unif{0, g(λ0)} which defines a "slice" S := {x : u < g(x)}
2. Obtain an interval [L, R ] such that S ⊂ [L, R ] by starting with [L0, R0] = [0, 2] and expanding the intervaluntil [L, R ] contains S
3. Draw λ1 ∼ Unif(L, R ). If λ1 6∈ S , shrink [L, R ] and draw λ1 again until λ1 ∈ S ,
and analogously for λt . For further details including proof of convergence to the proper posterior, see Neal(2003); his Figure 1 is especially recommended for building intuition.The second difficulty in developing our MCMC algorithm occurs when updating the principal componentscores. This stems from the likelihood being a nonlinear function of the scores (they appear as arguments toB-spline basis functions). We have
p(ξi | rest) ∝ p(yi | η0i, β, δ, ξi, σ 2)p(˜xi | ξi, σ 2x )p(ξi)
∝ exp
− 12σ 2
[yη0,i − Kx∑j
Kt∑
k LT{BXj (µx + Φξi) BTk (t)}θj ,k
]2·
· exp[−{˜xµ,i − Φ(ti)ξi}T {˜xµ,i − Φ(ti)ξi}2σ 2x
] · exp{−ξTi diag(ν−1)ξi2
}
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where x˜µ,i = x˜i − µx (ti) and yη0,i = yi − η0i, so that
p(ξi | rest) = exp
− 12σ 2
[yη0,i − Kx∑j
Kt∑
k θj ,k
T∑
t LtBXj {µx (tt) + Φ(tt)T ξi}BTk {tt}
]2·
· N[mξ,i = Sξ ,iΦ(ti)T x˜µ,i, Sξ ,i = {Φ(ti)TΦ(ti)/σ 2x + diag(ν−1)}−1]
We update each ξi, i = 1, . . . , n based on its full conditional, with a proposal density for new values,ξ?i , based only on the trajectories and a Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) acceptance correction to account for theintractable part of the full conditional involving the likelihood of y.Specifically, the proposal distribution is
q1(ξi, ξ?i ) = N[mξ,i = Sξ,iΦ(ti)T x˜µ,i/σ 2x , Sξ,i = {Φ(ti)TΦ(ti)/σ 2x + diag(ν−1)}−1],
so that q1(ξi, ξ?i ) = q1(ξ?i ) independent of the current state. The acceptance probability α(ξi, ξ?i ) is then givenby
q1(ξ?i , ξi)p(ξ?i | ·)q1(ξi, ξ?i )p(ξi | ·) ∧ 1 =
exp{− 12σ 2[yη0,i −∑Kxj=1∑Ktk=1 LT{BXj (µx + Φξ?i ) BTk (t)}θj ,k]2}
exp{− 12σ 2[yη0,i −∑Kxj=1∑Ktk=1 LT{BXj (µx + Φξi) BTk (t)}θj ,k]2} ∧ 1
because the ratio of proposal distributions cancels with the ratio of the tractable parts of the full conditionals.As we will see in our numerical studies, the implausible trajectories that occasionally result from an FPCAoccur much less frequently in our MCMC approach. This is because the proposals of extreme PC scores arelikely to be rejected by our M-H step since they seem even more implausible when considered along with theresponse and current estimates of the regression coefficients in the acceptance probability.The formula for the full model posterior can be found in Appendix A.
5 A Variational Bayes Approach
In this section we develop a variational Bayes algorithm for fitting the FGAM. We begin with a quick review ofvariational approximations.
5.1 Review of Variational Bayes
Our notation in this section closely follows that of Goldsmith et al. (2011b). We define µq(θ) ≡ Eq(θ) =∫ θ0qθ (θ0) dθ0 and σ 2q(θ) ≡ Varq(θ) = ∫ {θ0 − Eq(θ)}2qθ (θ0) dθ0 for scalar parameters, and analogously defineµq(θ) and Σq(θ) for vector parameters. We will give a brief overview of the main ideas of VB, and refer the readerto Bishop (2006, Chapter 10) or Jaakkola and Jordan (2000) for further details. Given observed data y and acollection of parameters θ , the goal of variational Bayes is to find a simplified density q(θ) that approximates the
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desired posterior p(θ | y) as closely as possible according to Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. The derivationof a variational Bayes algorithm relies on the result from Kullback and Leibler (1951) that for an arbitrarydensity, q(θ), the marginal likelihood, p(y), satisfies p(y) ≥ p(y; q) := exp[∫ q(θ) log{p(y; θ)/q(θ)}dθ], withequality if and only if q(θ) = p(θ | y).While other simplifications, for example that the density of interest, q(θ), is parametric, are sometimes usedfor variational approximations, variational Bayes uses the assumption that a posterior density can be factorizedas q(θ) =∏Pp=1 qp(θp) for some partition {θ1, . . . , θP} of θ . Assuming this factorization for q and using theabove result on KL divergence, it is easy to show (see e.g., Ormerod and Wand 2010) that p(y; q) is maximizedwhen qp is chosen to be
q∗p(θp) ∝ exp[E−θp{log p(y, θ)}] ∝ exp[E−θp{log p(θp | rest)}]; p = 1, . . . , P ; (8)where E−θp [·] denotes expectation w.r.t. all model parameters excluding θp. We thus have a deterministic algorithmwhere one full iteration updates each component θp sequentially using q∗p(θp). The algorithm terminates whenthe change in p(y; q) becomes sufficiently small. Notice that the density in (8) is precisely the full conditionalfrom Gibbs sampling, and the optimal density is tractable when the full conditional is conjugate.Helpful tools for deriving VB algorithms are directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) and Markov blankets. A Markovblanket is the set of all child, parent, and co-parent nodes of a particular node in a DAG. Examples can befound in Bishop (2006, Chapter 8). Calculating the densities in (8) is made much simpler because of the resultthat p(θp | rest) = p(θp | Markov blanket of θp).
5.2 Fitting FGAM Using Variational Bayes
Our VB algorithm for fitting FGAM follows the same general steps used by our MCMC approach and given inAlgorithm 1. As with MCMC, updates for the spline coefficients and variance components (smoothing parametersexcluded) follow from standard calculations, so we leave them to Appendix B. The non-standard updates of theprincipal component scores and smoothing parameters are discussed below.Using Θ to denote all unknown parameters in our model (6), we assume the posterior p(Θ | y, x˜) admitsthe factorization p(Θ | y, x˜) = q(β)q(δ)q(λx )q(λt)q(σ 2)q(σx )∏Ni=1 q(ξi)q(η0i). The DAG for FGAM is shown inFigure 1.For the optimal density for λx , we have from (8)
q∗(λx ) ∝ exp[E−λx{log p(λx | rest)}]= exp[E−λx{12 log|λxΨx + λtΨt| − 12δT (λxΨx )δ + (al + 1) log(λx )− blλx
}]
≈ exp[12 log|λxΨx + µq(λt )Ψt| − λx2 {tr(ΨxΣq(δ)) + µq(δ)TΨxµq(δ)}+ (al + 1) log(λx )− blλx
]
= |λxΨx + µq(λt )Ψt|1/2 exp[−blλx − λx2 {tr(ΨxΣq(δ)) + µq(δ)TΨxµq(δ)}
]λal+1x ≡ q˜λx (λx ), (9)
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Figure 1: Directed Acyclic Graph for FGAM. Shaded vertices denote known quantities. The parameters{νm}, {φm}, M, and µx are omitted since they are not updated by the VB algorithm.
where the approximation comes from plugging in µq(λt ) for λt to avoid taking an expectation of the determinantterm over λt . Notice cq(λx ) ≡ ∫∞0 q˜λx (x) dx has the form cq(λx ) = ∫∞0 xal+1e−x f (x) dx which can be approximatedby generalized Gauss-Laguerre quadrature. Using this type of quadrature for variational Bayes is discussedin Wand et al. (2011) and is implemented in R in the package statmod (Smyth et al. 2011), and we useit to determine a grid of G points, g, and quadrature weights, Lg. Our approximations are then given bycq(λx ) ≈ LTg q˜λx (g) and µq(λx ) ≈ {LTg q˜λx (g)}−1LTg{g q˜λx (g)}.Due to the exponential term in (9), moderate to large values of λx result in q˜λx (λx ) being evaluated to bezero, unless care is taken during the computation to avoid underflow. One strategy for avoiding loss of precisionis as follows. Define `λx (x) = log q˜λx (x) and mλx = maxg `λx (g), then cq(λx ) ≈ exp(mλx )LTg exp{`λx (g)−mλx}. Theterm exp(mλx ) is in both the numerator and the denominator of µq(λx ) and thus drops out in that calculation.Taking the logarithm of the determinant in q˜λx (λx ) is not a problem because Ψx and Ψt are diagonal.For updating the principal component scores in our VB algorithm, recall the form of the full conditional
p(ξi | rest) ∝ p(yi | η0i, β, δ, ξi, σ 2)p(˜xi | ξi, σ 2x )p(ξi)∝ exp{− 12σ 2 (yi − η0i − bTξiθ)2
} exp{− 12σ 2x || x˜i − µx (ti)− Φ(ti)ξi ||22
} exp{−12ξTi diag(ν−1)ξi
},
where as before bTξi = LTBξi with Bξi given by (5). We have,
E−ξi{− 12σ 2 (yi − η0i − bTξiθ)2
} = −µq(1/σ 2)2 E−ξi[{yi − µq(η0i) − E−ξi (bTξiθ)}2]− 12µq(1/σ 2)σ 2q(η0i) − µq(1/σ 2)2 E−ξi{(bTξiθ − E−ξi (bTξiθ))2}= −µq(1/σ 2)2 [(yi − µq(η0i) − bTξiµq(θ))2 + σ 2q(η0i) + E−ξi{(θ − µq(θ))T bξibTξi (θ − µq(θ))}]= −µq(1/σ 2)2 {(yi − µq(η0i) − bTξiµq(θ))2 + σ 2q(η0i) + tr(bξibTξiΣq(θ))}
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Therefore,
q∗(ξi) ∝ exp[−µq(1/σ 2)2 {(yi − µq(η0i) − bTξiµq(θ))2 + σ 2q(η0i) + tr(bξibTξiΣq(θ))}−µq(1/σ 2x )2 || x˜i − µx (ti)− Φ(ti)ξi ||22 −12ξTi diag(ν−1)ξi
]
∝ exp[µq(1/σ 2){yi − µq(η0i)}bTξiµq(θ) − µq(1/σ 2)2 {(bTξiµq(θ))2 + bTξiΣq(θ)bξi}+µq(1/σ 2x ){˜xi − µx (ti)}TΦ(ti)ξi − 12ξTi {µq(1/σ 2x )ΦT (ti)Φ(ti) + diag(ν−1)}ξi
] ≡ q(ξi).
Since this does not have the form of a standard, known density, we will employ a Laplace approximation. Theuse of Laplace approximations for variational inference with nonconjugate models was also explored in Wangand Blei (2013). This is given by
q∗(ξi) = N(ξi,0,Λ−1i ) where Λi = −DξTi Dξi log q(ξi)∣∣∣ξi=ξi,0, (10)with Da[·] denoting differentiation w.r.t. the vector a and ξi,0 denoting the mode of q∗(ξi), which is found by anumerical optimization routine. The formula for Λi is given in Appendix B. We expect the Laplace approximationto perform well in high sparsity settings because the Gaussian prior becomes the dominant part of the posteriorin these situations.To construct our algorithm, we also require the expectation of bξi and the expectation of its outer productwith respect to ξi. To do this we use second-order Taylor expansions about ξi,0. These derivations are also leftto Appendix B. Our log-likelihood lower bound, which is used for monitoring convergence of our algorithm, isderived in Appendix C and the full variational Bayes algorithm is given in Appendix D as Algorithm 2.
6 Simulation Study
We now conduct a simulation study to compare the efficacy of our proposed approaches. We fit each model to 100simulated data sets. The true functional covariates are given by X (t) =∑4j=1 ξjφj (t), with ξj ∼ N(0, 8j−2) and{φ1(t), . . . , φ4(t)} = {sin(pit/|T |), cos(pit/|T |), sin(2pit/|T |), cos(2pit/|T |)}, with |T | denoting the measureof the interval T . To examine how our model performs with both sparse and dense but irregularly observeddata, we generate observed covariates by randomly selecting Ji = 10 or Ji = 40 points for each subjectfrom a grid of 50 equally-space points used to generate the true response. We consider three differentlevels of the measurement error variance, σ 2x = 0, 1, and 4. The response error variance is taken to beσ 2 = 1. We examine two different possibilities for the regression surface F (x, t). First, a case where theFLM is the true model, F (x, t) = 2x sin(pit), with T = [0, 1]; and next, a case where the FLM does not hold,F (x, t) = 20 cos(− x8 + t4 − 5), with T = [0, 10]. A sampling of some generated curves including measurementerror for both levels of sparsity as well as plots of both true surfaces can be found in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Plots a) and b) show three observed functional predictors for varying levels of sparsity when σx = 1.The true trajectories are also plotted in grey. Plot c) shows the surface F (x, t) = 2x sin(pit) and plot d) the surfaceF (x, t) = 20 cos(− x8 + t4 − 5).
For our comparison we consider seven different methods for fitting FLMs and FGAMs: 1) a baseline/oracleFGAM fit by the McLean et al. (2013) approach when the fully observed curves without measurement errorare known (trueX), 2) FGAM fit by McLean et al. (2013) with fixed trajectories estimated using the procedureoutlined in Section 2 (PACE), 3) FGAM fit using variational Bayes on the sparse, noisy curves (VB), 4) FGAMfit using MCMC and the sparse, noisy curves (MCMC), 5) as in 4) except initial values are supplied by the VBfit (VB-MCMC), 6) FLM fit using penalized splines with trajectories obtained from the Section 2 procedure(FLM-PACE), and 7) FLM fit to the fully observed curves without measurement error (FLMtrueX). Each methodused cubic B-splines and second-order difference penalties. The McLean et al. (2013) implementation of FGAMis fit using their code which is available in the package refund (Crainiceanu et al. 2013) in R (R Core Team2012). Smoothing parameters are chosen by generalized cross validation (GCV) using the package mgcv (Wood2011), which is also used to estimate the FLMs. MCMC runs one chain for 10,000 iterations after a burn-in of1000, whereas VB-MCMC uses only 1000 iterations after a burn-in of 500. Each method uses and, if applicable,estimates exactly the true number of non-zero components M = 4. For each simulated data set, we use twothirds of the 100 observations to fit the models and the other one third for prediction.We first compare how well PACE, VB, MCMC, and VB-MCMC do at estimating the functional covariates. Themedian over simulations of the in-sample root mean integrated square error, RMISE-X2 = N−1∑67i=1 ∫T {Xi(t)−X̂i(t)}2 dt , for each scenario and method is reported in Figure 3 a). We see that the PACE method does notperform well in the sparse data scenarios (Ji = 10). One reason for this is that it does not account for thevariability from imputing the principal component scores. An additional reason is difficulties in estimating acovariance matrix for the functional predictors. The estimate is often singular or near-singular and this causes
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Figure 3: a) Median RMISE over 100 simulations for two levels of sparsity and different values for the measurement errorvariance for recovering in-sample trajectories, X (t). b) Median RISE for predicting the true surface, F (x, t). b) includestrueX which is not relevant for a). Values that do not fall within the y-axis limits are individually labeled.
numerical problems when attempting to estimate all four non-zero principal component scores using the methodpresented in Section 2. Our Bayesian algorithms do not suffer from this problem even when starting frompoorly conditioned initial estimates from our PACE implementation. We see that VB performs quite well atrecovering the trajectories, even in the Ji = 10 scenarios. MCMC performs slightly worse than VB here. Furtherinvestigation showed that MCMC on average slightly overestimated σ 2x which made it less accurate for in-samplerecovery, but that this added variance made for more accurate prediction of trajectories out-of-sample. Theobserved acceptance rates for the independent Metropolis-Hastings step used to update the principal componentscores were consistently above 0.9 for all scenarios indicating that our proposal distribution performed well forthis data.Now turning to estimation of the true surface F (x, t), we report the median root integrated square error,RISE-F2 = ∫X ∫T {F (x, t)− F̂ (x, t)}2 dt dx , in Figure 3 b). We evaluate the RISE only at (x, t) values thatare inside the convex hull defined by the observed trajectories for that sample to avoid regions of the planewhere there are no data. We again observe performance from the PACE method to be poor in the sparse settings.Interestingly, the MCMC and MCMC-VB approaches have lower ISE than the trueX method. We suspectthis is due to the MCMC algorithm on average choosing larger smoothing parameters which are closer to theoptimal values for smoothing the surface than those chosen by GCV for the trueX fits. Due to the additionalsmoothing performed by the integration in (2), the optimal amount of smoothing for estimating the responseand for estimating the surface are different (Cai and Hall 2006). Also noteworthy is the substantial differencebetween VB and MCMC depending on the true regression surface. This again seems to be due to differences inhow the smoothing parameters are chosen.Finally, results for root mean square error (RMSE) for predicting the out-of-sample response, RMSE-Y2 =
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Figure 4: Median RMSE over 100 simulations for out-of-sample predictions of the response, Y , for two levels of sparsityand different values for the measurement error variance. Values that do not fall within the y-axis limits are individuallylabeled
133 ∑100i=68(Yi − Ŷi)2, can be found in Figure 4. We see that the performance of MCMC matches and evensometimes outperforms the oracle trueX method that knows the entire trajectories. Overall, we recommend thecombination of VB for initial estimates followed by MCMC as it appears to be best or close to best in nearlyall scenarios. The total elapsed time for estimating FGAM on one data set averaged over all simulations andscenarios was 43.3 seconds for VB, 732.0 seconds for MCMC, and 153.5 seconds for VB-MCMC.
7 Analysis of Auction Data
In this section we fit our proposed models to auction data from the online auction website eBay and attemptto forecast closing auction price. The data set contains the time and amount of every bid for 155 seven-dayauctions of Palm M515 Personal Digital Assistants (PDA) that took place between March and May, 2003. Eachauction is "standardized" to start at time 0. This data was previously analyzed using functional data methodsin a series of work by W. Jank, G. Shmueli and coauthors (e.g., Jank and Shmueli 2006; Wang et al. 2008).The PACE methodology introduced in Section 2 was used to analyze this data set in Liu and Müller (2008).Typically, each auction consists of three clearly discernible parts: an initial period with some bidding, a middleperiod with very few bids, and a final period of rapid bidding as the auction finishes (Wang et al. 2008). Thissparsity and irregularity in the observed bid data means that the usual methods of function data analysis arenot appropriate.Our raw data is actually the maximum amount the bidder is willing to pay for the item, often called thewilling-to-pay (WTP) value. To recover the current item price from the WTP values, we must use the tableavailable at http://pages.ebay.com/help/buy/bid-increments.html. When a new WTP value is
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entered that is more than any previous WTP value, the new price is determined by incrementing the currentprice in an amount given by this table. A new bidder must enter an amount at least as large as this new priceplus the increment given by the table. We assume there is an underlying smooth price process that we attemptto recover with our proposed approaches.We use the logarithm of the ratio of successive prices during the first six days of the auction to predictthe logarithm of the closing price on the final day. Hourly prices are used so that we are trying to recover6× 24 = 144 prices for each auction. When an auction has multiple bids in the same hour, we take the averageof the prices corresponding to those bids as the observed price for that hour. As in Liu and Müller (2008), weset any negative values for the log-price ratio equal to zero, which can occur because initial log-price at time 0is taken to be zero. To show the usefulness of our MCMC and VB methods, we fit the FGAM and FLM usingthe trajectory of observed log-price ratios, log{x˜i(ti,j )/x˜i(ti,j−1)}, for the first six days in order to predict thelogarithm of the final selling price at the end of the seventh day. We emphasize that no information on theprices from the final day of the auction are included in the functional predictor so that we have a true measureof forecasting accuracy.We randomly partition the data into training and test sets with two thirds of the samples used for trainingand one third for testing. We compute the root mean square error (RMSE) for predicting the logarithm of theclosing price for the test data set after fitting each model to the training data. This is repeated for 25 differentsplits into test and training sets. For comparison, we also considered the simple two-step approach of usingPACE to recover the functional predictors and then using these estimates to fit FLMs and FGAMs in refundas in the fully-observed predictor case from McLean et al. (2013). For the FGAM methods, ten basis functionswere used for both axes.The surface estimated by our MCMC algorithm fit to the entire data set is displayed in Figure 5 b) alongwith the observed and estimated log-price ratios for five randomly chosen auctions. Figure 5 a) plots allestimated trajectories and additionally histograms showing the frequencies of observations for both X (t) andt; notice from the histogram on the right part of the plot that the majority of the data is grouped at verylow log-price ratios. In b) we see that large values of the log-price ratio in the early hours of the auctionresult in a lower predicted value for the closing price and that smaller ratios later towards the end of the sixthday of the auction result in higher predicted closing price. Nonlinearities in the log-price component of theestimated surface suggest that an FLM may not be flexible enough for this data set. There appears to besome undersmoothing of the functional predictors in Figure 5 a). Cai and Hall (2006) showed that for optimalprediction in the FLM, the coefficient function should be undersmoothed because of the additional smoothingperformed by the integral in the regression function. We conjecture that some degree of undersmoothing of thefunctional predictors is desirable for our forecasting problem when estimating (6) for similar reasons.The median out-of-sample RMSE over 25 partitions of the data is reported in Table 1 along with standarddeviations. We can see that our Bayesian approach for fitting FGAM offers the best performance in this case,with both FGAM-MCMC and FGAM-VB offering much improved performance over the methods that only use
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Figure 5: a) All estimated trajectories from use of our MCMC algorithm on the auction data with points representingobserved data. Five trajectories are highlighted and also plotted in b). Also included are two histograms showing whichcovariate values occur with the highest frequency (on the right) and the frequency of bids for each hour of the auction (ontop). b) Shows the estimated surface F̂ (x, t) from fitting FGAM to the auction data using MCMC. The overlayed pointsand curves are the same as a)
FLM-PACE FGAM-PACE FGAM-MCMC FGAM-VB0.5917(1.3093) 4.913(0.4322) 0.0914(0.0052) 0.0905(0.0037)Table 1: Median RMSE (with standard deviation in parentheses) for out of sample predictions of log-finalselling price for 25 random splits of the auction data
PACE followed by estimation of FGAM in refund. Both methods that simply used PACE and then assumedfully observed data had very poor performance for some of the splits when the imputed trajectories were especiallybad.
8 Conclusion
We have proposed two algorithms for fitting a nonlinear regression model for scalar on function regression whenthe functional predictor is sparsely observed with measurement error. After first expressing the FGAM as alinear mixed model with missing data, we then took a Bayesian hierarchical modeling approach and fit ourmodel using a Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampler. Our MCMC algorithm was able to provide useful inferences indifficult situations where initial estimates provided by standard FPCA methods were quite poor due to rankdeficiency in the estimated covariance matrix.
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Additionally, we developed a variational Bayesian algorithm for fitting FGAM which can be used to quicklyobtain approximate parameter estimates. We demonstrated the usefulness of our approach using simulated dataand an application to a longitudinal data set involving online auctions. We developed a Laplace approximationthat accurately approximated the intractable optimal density for the principal component scores. We alsodemonstrated the usefulness of using the estimates from our VB algorithm as inputs to the MCMC algorithm toobtain faster convergence.An alternative way to account for uncertainty in the imputed trajectories would be using the bootstrapapproach of Goldsmith et al. (2013). We did implement this method, but due to space concerns, we have notincluded it in this work. In our experiments, this approach did not perform as well as our Bayesian algorithmsand was slower than the combined VB-MCMC approach.An interesting area for future work brought up by a referee is that of using the estimates from a VBalgorithm in a more principled way to achieve faster convergence of an MCMC algorithm than the simpleapproach considered in this work of using the VB estimates as starting values for the MCMC. Naively usinga variational approximate distribution as a proposal density or as a prior distribution in a MCMC algorithmcould be problematic due to the tendency for variational Bayes to underestimate the true variance. De Freitaset al. (2001) demonstrated some algorithms combining MFVB and MCMC that attempted to deal with this issue.Additional areas for future work include investigating coverage for credible bands provided by our variationalBayes algorithm and comparing with credible intervals from MCMC. Typically, credible bands derived fromvariational Bayes procedures suffer from undercoverage. Bootstrapping the estimates from our variational Bayesalgorithm may be a promising way around this issue (Goldsmith et al. 2011b). Another promising approachfor correcting covariance estimates from MFVB was recently proposed in Giordano et al. (2015). We are alsoworking on extensions to the case of functional responses and binary responses.
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Appendix A Derivation of Full Conditional Distributions
In this appendix we derive the full conditional distributions for the variance components and spline coefficientsin (6) and also give the full posterior distribution.
Variance parameters
We begin by defining the N × dxdt matrix Z0 whose ith row is given by ZT0,i = LTBξiT0 = bTξiT0 and theN×(KxKt−dxdt) matrix Zp with ith row given by ZTp,i = bTξiTp. We also define yη0 = (y1−η0,1, . . . , yN−η0,N )T ,
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η1 = Z0β + Zpδ with ith component η1,i = bTξi{T(βT , δT )T} = bTξiT0β + bTξiTpδ,, and Ξ = [ξ1 : · · · : ξN ]T ,we have
p(σ 2 | ·) ∝ p(y | η0,1, . . . , η0,N , β, δ, σ 2,Ξ)p(σ 2)
∝ (σ 2)−N/2−as−1 exp{−bs + 12(yη0 − η1)T (yη0 − η1)σ 2
}
so that σ 2 | · ∼ IG(a = N/2 + as, b = bs + 12{yη0 − η1}T{yη0 − η1}
)
Similarly,
σ 2x | · ∼ IG
a = N∑i ni/2 + ax , b = bx + 12
N∑
i
ni∑
j
{x˜ij − µx (tij )− M∑m φm(tij )ξim
}2.
Spline coefficients β, δ
p(β, δ | ·) ∝ p(β)p(δ | λx , λt)p(λx )p(λt)
∝ exp{− (y− η0 − Z0β − Zpδ)T (y− η0 − Z0β − Zpδ)2σ 2
} exp{−12δT (λxΨx + λtΨt)δ
}
i.e.
δ | · ∼ N(mb,Sb) with
Sb = (ZTpZp/σ 2 + λxΨx + λtΨt)−1,mb = SbZTp (yη0 − Z0β)/σ 2;β | · ∼ N(mβ ,Sβ ) with
Sβ = (ZT0Z0/σ 2)−1,mβ = SβZT0 (yη0 − Zpδ)/σ 2.
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The full posterior distribution is given by
p(β, δ,σ 2, λx , λt,Ξ, σ 2x | y, x˜, η0,1, . . . , η0,N , µx ,Φ, ν) ∝
∝ (σ 2)−N/2 exp
− 12σ 2 N∑i
yη0,i − Kx∑j=1
Kt∑
k=1 LT [BXj (µx + Φξi) · BTk (t)][T(βT , δT )T ]j ,k

2·
· (σ 2x )−∑Ni ni/2 exp[− 12σ 2x
N∑
i |˜xi − µx (ti)− Φ(ti)ξi|22
]·
· |λxΨx + λtΨt|1/2 exp(−12δT (λxΨx + λtΨt)δ
)·
· exp(−12 N∑i ξTi diag(ν−1)ξi
) · (σ 2)−as−1 exp(−bs/σ 2) · (σ 2x )−ax−1 exp(−bx /σ 2x )·
· (λx )al+1 exp(−blλx )(λt)al+1 exp(−blλt),
where [A]j ,k denotes the entry in the j th row and k th column of the matrix A.
Appendix B Derivation Of Optimal Proposal Densities
In this section we derive the optimal densities, q∗, for parameters that were given conjugate priors andgive detailed calculations for our Laplace approximation to the optimal density for the principal componentscores. We use the notation and full conditionals from Appendix A and often make use of the results that forx ∼ (µ,Σ), E[xTSx] = tr(SΣ) + µTSµ and E[xxT ] = E[x] E[x]T + var[x].We first discuss the updates for the offset terms, η0i, i = 1, . . . , N . For simplicity, we assume that they canbe expressed as η0i = uTi η0 or (η01, . . . , η0N )T = Uη0, where U is an N × p0 matrix with rows uTi containing,for e.g., scalar covariate observations for parametric terms, basis function evaluations for nonparametric terms, ora leading column of ones for an intercept. Further generalizations are straightforward. The coefficient vector η0has prior density p(η0) = N(0, σ 2η0Ip0 ), with σ 2η0 large and fixed. The full conditional is given by
p(η0 | rest) ∝ p(y | η0, β, δ,Ξ, σ 2)p(η0) ∝ exp[− (y− Uη0 − η1)T (y− Uη0 − η1)2σ 2 − 1σ 2η0 ηT0 Ip0η0
]
∝ exp{−12
[ηT0( 1σ 2UTU+ 1σ 2η0 Ip0
)η0 − 2((y− η1)TU/σ 2)η0]}.
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Thus,
q∗(η0) ∝ exp{−12 E−η0
[ηT0( 1σ 2UTU+ 1σ 2η0 Ip0
)η0 − 2((y− η1)TU/σ 2)η0]}
∝ exp{−12
[ηT0(µq(1/σ 2)UTU+ 1σ 2η0 Ip0
)η0 − 2((y− µq(η1))TUµq(1/σ 2))η0]},
where µq(η1) = µq(bξ )T(µq(β)T , µq(δ)T )T . Denote the rows of the N × KxKt matrix, µq(bξ ), by µTq(bξi ). By completingthe square, we see q∗(η0) = N(µq(η0),Σq(η0)) where Σq(η0) = (µq(1/σ 2)UTU+ 1σ 2η0 Ip0)−1 and µq(η0) = Σq(η0)UT (y−µq(η1))µq(1/σ 2).Next, for β
p(β | rest) ∝ p(y | η0, β, δ,Ξ, σ 2)p(β) ∝ exp[− (y− Uη0 − η1)T (y− Uη0 − η1)2σ 2 − 1σ 2β βT Idxdtβ
]
∝ exp{−12
[βT( 1σ 2ZT0Z0 + 1σ 2β Idxdt
)β − 2((y− Uη0 − Zpδ)TZ0/σ 2)β]}
Thus,
q∗(β) ∝ exp{−12
[βT(µq(1/σ 2) E−β [ZT0Z0] + 1σ 2β Idxdt
)β]}·
× exp{−µq(1/σ 2)2 [(y− Uµq(η0))T µq(bξ )T0 − µq(δ)T E−β (ZTpZ0)]β},where
E(ZTj Zk ) = E[ N∑i=1 (TTj bξi )(bTξiTk )
] = TTj [ N∑i=1 Eξ (bξibTξi )
]
Tk , j , k = 0, p.
Thus, q∗(β) = N(µq(β),Σq(β)) with
Σq(β) = {TT0 [ N∑i=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)
]
T0µq(1/σ 2) + 1σ 2β Idxdt
}−1
µq(β) = Σq(β)TT0{µTq(bξ )(y− Uµq(η0))−
[ N∑
i=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)
]
Tpµq(δ)}µq(1/σ 2).
The derivation for δ is analogous and given by q∗(δ) = N(µq(δ),Σq(δ)) with
Σq(δ) = {TTp[ N∑i=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)
]
Tpµq(1/σ 2) + µq(λx )Ψx + µq(λt )Ψt}−1
µq(δ) = Σq(δ)TTp{µTq(bξ )(y− Uµq(η0))−
[ N∑
i=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)
]
T0µq(β)}µq(1/σ 2).
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For σ 2x , we have,
σ 2x | · ∼ IG( N∑i=1 ni/2 + ax , bx + 12
N∑
i=1 [˜xi − µx (ti)− Φ(ti)ξi]T [˜xi − µx (ti)− Φ(ti)ξi]
)
so that
q∗(σ 2x ) ∝ exp{−(ax + N∑i=1 ni/2− 1
) log(σ 2x )− 1σ 2x
[bx + 12 E−σ 2x
( N∑
i=1 || x˜i − µx (ti)− Φ(ti)ξi ||22
)]}.
Therefore, q∗(σ 2x ) = IG(ax +∑Ni=1 ni/2, Bq(σ 2x )), where
Bq(σ 2x ) = bx + 12 N∑i=1 [|| x˜i − µx (ti)− Φ(ti)µq(ξi) ||22 + tr(Φ(ti)TΦ(ti)Σq(ξi))]Note that for θ = IG(A, B), µθ (1/θ) = A/B.Similarly,
p(σ 2 | ·) ∝ (σ 2)−N/2−as−1 exp(−bs + 12 (y− Uη0 − η1)T (y− Uη0 − η1)σ 2
)
so that σ 2 | · ∼ IG(a = N/2 + as, b = bs + 12(y− Uη0 − η1)T (y− Uη0 − η1)
)
Thus,
q∗(σ 2) ∝ exp{−(as + N/2− 1) log(σ 2)− 1σ 2
[bs + 12 E−σ 2(|| (y− Uη0 − η1) ||22)
]}.
E−σ 2[|| (y− Uη0 − η1) ||22] = E−σ 2[|| (y− Uµq(η0) − µq(η1)) ||22]+ E−σ 2[|| Uη0 − Uµq(η0) ||22]+ E−σ 2[|| η1 − µq(η1) ||22].
Now E−σ 2[|| Uη0 − Uµq(η0) ||22] = tr(UTUΣq(η0)) and for the third term on the RHS we have
E−σ 2 || η1 − µq(η1) ||22] = E−σ 2[ N∑i=1 (bTξiθ − µq(bξi )T µq(θ))2
] = E−σ 2[ N∑i=1 θT bξibTξiθ
]
− µq(θ)T µq(bξi )T µq(bξi )µq(θ) = E−ξi
[tr( N∑i=1 bξibTξiΣq(θ)
)+ µq(θ)T N∑i=1 bξibTξiµq(θ)
]
− µq(θ)T µq(bξi )T µq(bξi )µq(θ) = tr
[ N∑
i=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)Σq(θ)
]+ µq(θ)T[ N∑i=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)
]µq(θ)
− µq(θ)T µq(bξi )T µq(bξi )µq(θ),
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where, as before, θ = T(βT , δT )T .Therefore, we have, q∗(σ 2) = IG(as + N/2, Bq(σ 2)), where
Bq(σ 2) = bs + 12 || (y− Uµq(η0) − µq(η1)) ||22 +12 tr(UTUΣq(η0))+ 12 tr
{[ N∑
i=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)
]Σq(θ)}
+ 12µq(θ)T
[ N∑
i=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)
]µq(θ) − 12µq(θ)T µq(bξi )T µq(bξi )µq(θ).
Laplace Approximation for Optimal Density for Principal Components
First, defining some notation, the derivatives of the matrix valued function M : Rp → Rm×n with respect to vi,vT = (v1, . . . , vp) and v are
DviM(v) ≡
 ∂m11vi · · · ∂m1nvi... . . . ...∂mm1vi · · · ∂mmnvi
, DvT M ≡ [Dv1M | · · · | DvpM], DvM ≡
 Dv1M...DvpM

respectively. Also define Dv2M ≡ Dv(DvM). We first differentiate the components of log q(ξi) with respect to ξi
Dbξi tr(bξibTξiΣq(θ)) = Dbξi tr(bξibTξiΣq(θ)) = Dbξi tr(bTξiΣq(θ)bξi ) = DbξibTξiΣq(θ)bξi = 2Σq(θ)bξi
We then have, see, e.g., Vetter (1973),
Dξ tr(bξibTξiΣq(θ)) = Dξi (bTξi )Dbξi tr(bξibTξiΣq(θ)) = 2Dξi (bTξi )Σq(θ)bξi.
Dξi (yi − uTi µq(η0) − bTξiµq(θ))2 = −2Dξi (bTξi )µq(θ)(yi − uTi µq(η0) − bTξiµq(θ))Dξi{ξTi [µq(1/σ 2x )Φ(ti)TΦ(ti) + diag(ν−1)]ξi} = 2[µq(1/σ 2x )Φ(ti)TΦ(ti) + diag(ν−1)]ξiWe arrive at
Dξi log q(ξi) = µq(1/σ 2)Dξi (bTξi )µq(θ)(yi − uTi µq(η0) − bTξiµq(θ)) + µq(1/σ 2x ) (˜xi − µx (ti))TΦ(ti)− [µq(1/σ 2x )Φ(ti)TΦ(ti) + diag(ν−1)]ξi − µq(1/σ 2)Dξi (bTξi )Σq(θ)bξi
Now to compute Dξ2i log q(ξi):
Dξi[Dξi (bTξi )µq(θ)(yi − uTi µq(η0) − bTξiµq(θ))] = Dξ2i (bTξi )µq(θ)(yi − uTi µq(η0) − bTξiµq(θ))− [IM ⊗ Dξi (bTξi )µq(θ)]Dξi (bTξi )µq(θ) = Dξ2i (bTξi )µq(θ)(yi − uTi µq(η0) − bTξiµq(θ))− vec{Dξi (bTξi )µq(θ)[Dξi (bTξi )µq(θ)]T}
Dξi{[µq(1/σ 2x )Φ(ti)TΦ(ti) + diag(ν−1)]ξi} = vec[µq(1/σ 2x )Φ(ti)TΦ(ti) + diag(ν−1)]
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Dξi[Dξi (bTξi )Σq(θ)bξi] = Dξ2i (bTξi )Σq(θ)bξi + [IM ⊗ Dξi (bTξi )](IM ⊗ Σq(θ))Dξi (bξi )= Dξ2i (bTξi )Σq(θ)bξi + [IM ⊗ Dξi (bTξi )Σq(θ)]Dξi (bξi )= Dξ2i (bTξi )Σq(θ)bξi + [IM ⊗ Dξi (bTξi )Σq(θ)]vec[D Tξi (bTξi )]= Dξ2i (bTξi )Σq(θ)bξi + vec[Dξi (bTξi )Σq(θ)D Tξi (bTξi )],
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and the last equality follows from, e.g., Vetter (1973, Eq. (9)). Thus, wehave
Dξ2i log q(ξi) = µq(1/σ 2)Dξ2i (bTξi )µq(θ)(yi − uTi µq(η0) − bTξiµq(θ))− µq(1/σ 2)vec{Dξi (bTξi )µq(θ)[Dξi (bTξi )µq(θ)]T}− vec[µq(1/σ 2x )Φ(ti)TΦ(ti) + diag(ν−1)]− µq(1/σ 2){Dξ2i (bTξi )Σq(θ)bξi + vec[Dξi (bTξi )Σq(θ)D Tξi (bTξi )]} (11)
Next to derive expressions for Dξi (bTξi ) and Dξ2i (bTξi ). Let c(ξi) = µx + Φξi and let B′ξi be the T × KxKt matrix ofderivatives of the tensor product B-splines evaluated at c(ξi) with j th row denoted by (B′)Tj,i. Similarly, define
B′′ξi , then Dξi (bTξi ) = Dξi (cT )DcbTξi = Dξi (cT )Dξi (LTBξi ) = ΦTB′ξi  (L ⊗ 1TKxKt )and
Dξ2i (bTξi ) = [IM ⊗ ΦT ]Dξi [B′ξi  (L ⊗ 1TKxKt )] = (IM ⊗ ΦT )(Dξi (cT )⊗ IT )Dc[B′ξi  (L ⊗ 1TKxKt )]
= (IM ⊗ ΦT )(ΦT ⊗ IT )

`1 · (B′′)T1,i0T×KxKt`2 · (B′′)T2,i...`T · (B′′)TT ,i
 = (ΦT ⊗ ΦT )

`1 · (B′′)T1,i0T×KxKt`2 · (B′′)T2,i...`T · (B′′)TT ,i
,
where 0m×n denotes a m× n matrix with every entry equal to 0. Thus, we arrive at our Laplace approximation10. Next, we compute the expectations with respect to ξi involving bξi . We use a second order matrix Taylorexpansion about ξi,0. Let ξ˜i = ξi − ξi,0, we have
bξi ≈ bξi (ξi,0) + Dξi [bξi (ξi,0)]ξ˜i + 12DξT 2i [bξi (ξi,0)](ξ˜i ⊗ ξ˜i)where D 2ξT 2i [bξi (ξi,0)] ≡ DξTi {DξTi [bξi (ξi,0)]} with dimension KxKt ×M2, see Vetter (1973). Therefore, we have
µq(bξi ) ≈ bξi (ξi,0) + 12DξT 2i [bξi (ξi,0)]vec(Λ) = bξi (ξi,0) + 12{Dξ2i [bTξi (ξi,0)]}T vec(Λ)
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and
bξibTξi ≈ {bξi (ξi,0) + Dξi [bξi (ξi,0)]ξ˜i + 12DξT 2i [bξi (ξi,0)](ξ˜i ⊗ ξ˜i)
}
×{bξi (ξi,0) + Dξi [bξi (ξi,0)]ξ˜i + 12DξT 2i [bξi (ξi,0)](ξ˜i ⊗ ξ˜i)
}T
= bξi (ξi,0)bTξi (ξi,0) + bξi (ξi,0)ξ˜Ti D Tξi [bξi (ξi,0)] + Dξi [bξi (ξi,0)]ξ˜ibTξi (ξi,0)+ 12bξi (ξi,0)(ξ˜Ti ⊗ ξ˜Ti )Dξ2i [bTξi (ξi,0)] + 12DξT 2i [bξi (ξi,0)](ξ˜i ⊗ ξ˜i)bTξi (ξi,0)+ Dξi [bξi (ξi,0)]ξ˜iξ˜Ti DξTi [bTξi (ξi,0)] + o(|| ξ˜i ||2)
so that
Eξi [bξibTξi ] ≈ bξi (ξi,0)bTξi (ξi,0) + 12bξi (ξi,0)vec(Λ)TDξ2i (bTξi (ξi,0)) + 12DξT 2i (bξi (ξi,0))vec(Λ)bTξi (ξi,0)+ DξTi [bξi (ξi,0)]ΛDξi [bTξi (ξi,0)] = bξi (ξi,0)bTξi (ξi,0) + bξi (ξi,0)vec(Λ)TDξ2i (bTξi (ξi,0))+ {Dξi [bTξi (ξi,0)]}TΛDξi [bTξi (ξi,0)]
Appendix C Derivation Of Log-Likelihood Lower Bound
For any density, q∗, a lower bound on our log-likelihood can be derived using Kullbeck-Leibler divergence andis given by (e.g., Ormerod and Wand 2010)
log[p(y, x˜; Θ)] ≥ log[p(y, x˜; q)] :=∫ q∗(Θ) log(p(y, x˜,Θ)q∗(Θ)
)dΘ = Eq∗{log[p(y, x˜,Θ)]− log[q∗(Θ)]}.
For FGAM (6) we have
log[p(y, x˜; q)] = EΘ{log[p(y | η0, β, δ,Ξ, σ 2)]}+ EΘ{log[p(˜x | Ξ, σ 2x )]}+ EΘ{log[p(η0)]− log[q∗(η0)]}+ EΘ{log[p(β)]− log[q∗(β)]}+ EΘ{log[p(δ)]− log[q∗(δ)]}
+ N∑i=1 EΘ{log[p(ξi)]− log[q∗(ξi)]}+ EΘ{log[p(λx )]− log[q∗(λx )]}+ EΘ{log[p(λt)]− log[q∗(λt)]}+ EΘ{log[p(σ 2)]− log[q∗(σ 2)]}+ EΘ{log[p(σ 2x )]− log[q∗(σ 2x )]} (12)
The first term in (12) is
EΘ{log[p(y | η0, β, δ,Ξ, σ 2)]} = EΘ[−N2 log(σ 2)− 12σ 2 || y− Uη0 − η1 ||22
]+ C
= −N2 EΘ[log(σ 2)]− µq(1/σ 2)(Bq(σ 2) − bs) + C,
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where C is used from here on to represent any constant that will not affect the log-likelihood as the parameterestimates are updated. The second term in (12) is
EΘ{log[p(˜x | Ξ, σ 2x )]} = EΘ[−∑Ni=1 ni2 log(σ 2x )− 12σ 2x
N∑
i=1 || x˜i − µx (ti)− Φ(ti)ξi ||22
]+ C
= −∑Ni=1 ni2 EΘ[log(σ 2x )]− µq(1/σ 2x )(Bq(σ 2x ) − bx ) + C.The third term (recalling that σ 2η0 is fixed) is
EΘ{ log[p(η0)]− log[q∗(η0)]} = EΘ[− 12σ 2η0 ηT0 η0 + 12 log(|Σq(η0)|)+ 12(η0 − µq(η0))TΣq(η0)−1(η0 − µq(η0))
]+ C
= − 12σ 2η0 [µq(η0)T µq(η0) + tr(Σq(η0))]+ 12 log(|Σq(η0)|) + CThe fourth term (recalling that σ 2β is fixed) is
EΘ{log[p(β)]− log[q∗(β)]} = EΘ[− 12σ 2β βTβ + 12 log(|Σq(β)|) + 12(β − µq(β))TΣq(β)−1(β − µq(β))
]
+ C = − 12σ 2β [µq(β)T µq(β) + tr(Σq(β))]+ 12 log(|Σq(β)|) + CThe fifth term is
EΘ{log[p(δ)]− log[q∗(δ)]} = EΘ[12 log|λxΨx + λtΨt| − 12δT (λxΨx + λtΨt)δ
+ 12 log(|Σq(δ)|) + 12(δ − µq(δ))TΣq(δ)−1(δ − µq(δ))
]+ C
≤ 12 log|µq(λx )Ψx + µq(λt )Ψt| − 12µq(δ)T (µq(λx )Ψx + µq(λt )Ψt)µq(δ)− 12µq(λx ) tr(ΨxΣq(δ))− 12µq(λt ) tr(ΨtΣq(δ))+ 12 log(|Σq(δ)|) + CWhere the inequality follows from Jensen’s inequality and the log-concavity of the determinant over the classof positive definite matrices. This inequality is not in the direction we want. If we use the approximationEΘ log|λxΨx + λtΨt| ≈ log|µq(λx )Ψx + µq(λt )Ψt|, we appear to lose our guarantee of increasing the lower boundon the log-likelihood at each iteration.In the sixth term we have
EΘ{log[p(ξi)]− log[q∗(ξi)]} = EΘ[−12ξTi diag(ν−1)ξi + M2 log(|Λi|) + 12(ξi − ξi,0)TΛ−1i (ξi − ξi,0)
]
+ C = −12{ξTi,0 diag(ν−1)ξi,0 + tr[diag(ν−1)Λi]}+ M2 log(|Λi|) + C ; i = 1, . . . , N.
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For the seventh term
EΘ{log[p(λx )]− log[q∗(λx )]} = EΘ{(al + 1) log(λx )− blλx − 12 log|λxΨx + µq(λt )Ψt|
− log(cq(λx )) + 12(tr(ΨxΣq(δ)) + µq(δ)TΨxµq(δ))λx − (al + 1) log(λx ) + blλx
}+ C
≈ (al + 1)EΘ[log(λx )]− 12 log|µq(λx )Ψx + µq(λt )Ψt| − log(cq(λx ))+ 12(tr(ΨxΣq(δ)) + µq(δ)TΨxµq(δ))µq(λx ) + CFor the eighth term
EΘ{log[p(λt)]− log[q∗(λt)]} ≈ (al + 1)EΘ[log(λt)]− 12 log|µq(λx )Ψx + µq(λt )Ψt| − log(cq(λt ))+ 12(tr(ΨtΣq(δ)) + µq(δ)TΨtµq(δ))µq(λt ) + CFor the ninth term
EΘ{log[p(σ 2)]− log[q∗(σ 2)]} = EΘ{−(as + 1) log(σ 2)− bsσ 2 − (as + N/2) log(Bq(σ 2))
+ (as + N/2 + 1) log(σ 2) + Bq(σ 2)σ 2
}+ C
= N2 EΘ[log(σ 2)]− (as + N/2) log(Bq(σ 2)) + µq(1/σ 2)(Bq(σ 2) − bs) + CThe tenth term is
EΘ{log[p(σ 2x )]− log[q∗(σ 2x )]} = EΘ{−(ax + 1) log(σ 2x )− bxσ 2x − (ax +
N∑
i=1 ni/2) log(Bq(σ 2x ))
+ (ax + N∑i=1 ni/2 + 1) log(σ 2x ) + Bq(σ 2x )σ 2x
}+ C
= ∑Ni=1 ni2 EΘ[log(σ 2x )]− (ax + N∑i=1 ni/2) log(Bq(σ 2x )) + µq(1/σ 2x )(Bq(σ 2x ) − bx ) + CCombining all ten terms, several components cancel and we are left with
log[p(y, x˜; q)] ≈ − 12σ 2η0 [µq(η0)T µq(η0) + tr(Σq(η0))]+ 12 log(|Σq(η0)|)− 12σ 2β [µq(β)T µq(β) + tr(Σq(β))]
+ 12 log(|Σq(β)|)− 12 N∑i=1 {ξTi,0 diag(ν−1)ξi,0 + tr[diag(ν−1)Λi]−M log(|Λi|)}
+ (al + 1)EΘ[log(λx )]− (as + N/2) log(Bq(σ 2))− (ax + N∑i=1 ni/2) log(Bq(σ 2x ))+ 12 log(|Σq(δ)|) + (al + 1)EΘ[log(λt)]− 12 log|µq(λx )Ψx + µq(λt )Ψt| − log(cq(λt )/cq(λx )) (13)30
Appendix D Complete Variational Bayes Algorithm
Below is the full VB algorithm. Note that it is spread over two pages.
Algorithm 2 Steps for estimating parameters from optimal densities, q∗(θ), for FGAM1: Initialize Bq(σ 2), Bq(σ 2x ), µq(λx ), µq(λt ) > 0, Σq(η0) = Ip0, Σq(β) = Idxdt , Σq(δ) = IKxKt−dxdt ,µq(η0) = 0, µq(β) = 0, µq(δ) = 0.2: Choose grid of G points, g, and obtain Gauss-Laguerre quadrature weights, Lg, for numerical integration ofoptimal densities for λx , λt .3: Compute ν, µx , Φ, µx (ti), Φ(ti), i = 1, . . . , N , from an initial functional principal components analysis.4: repeat5: for i = 1→ N do6: ξi,0 ← mode of log q(ξi) = µq(1/σ 2)[(yi − uTi µq(η0))bTξiµq(θ) − 12 (bTξiµq(θ))2 + 12bTξiΣq(θ)bξi]+(˜xi − µx (ti))TΦ(ti)ξi − 12ξTi [µq(1/σ 2x )ΦT (ti)Φ(ti) + diag(ν−1)]ξi7: Dξi [bTξi (ξi,0)]← ΦTB′ξi,0  (L ⊗ 1TKxKt )8: Dξ2i [bTξi (ξi,0)]← (ΦT ⊗ ΦT )[`1 · (B′′ξi,0 )1,i, 0KxKt×T , `2 · (B′′ξi,0 )2,i, . . . , `T · (B′′ξi,0 )T ,i]T9: vec(Λ−1i )← [µq(1/σ 2)Dξ2i (bTξi )µq(θ)(yi − uTi µq(η0) − bTξiµq(θ))+µq(1/σ 2)vec{Dξi (bTξi )µq(θ)[Dξi (bTξi )µq(θ)]T}+ vec[µq(1/σ 2x )Φ(ti)TΦ(ti) + diag(ν−1)]+µq(1/σ 2){Dξ2i (bTξi )Σq(θ)bξi + vec[Dξi (bTξi )Σq(θ)D Tξi (bTξi )]}]ξi=ξi,010: µq(bξi ) ← bξi (ξi,0) + 12{Dξ2i [bTξi (ξi,0)]}T vec(Λi)11: Eξi [bξibTξi ]← bξi (ξi,0)bTξi (ξi,0) + bξi (ξi,0)vec(Λi)TDξ2i (bTξi (ξi,0))+{Dξi [bTξi (ξi,0)]}TΛiDξi [bTξi (ξi,0)]12: end for13: Σq(η0) ← {µq(1/σ 2)UTU+ 1σ 2η0 Ip0}−114: µq(η0) ← Σq(η0)UT (y− µq(η1))µq(1/σ 2)
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15: Σq(β) ← {TT0 [∑Ni=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)]T0µq(1/σ 2) + 1σ 2β Idxdt}−116: µq(β) ← Σq(β)TT0{µTq(bξ )(y− Uµq(η0))− [∑Ni=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)]Tpµq(δ)}µq(1/σ 2)
17: Σq(δ) ← {TTp [∑Ni=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)]Tpµq(1/σ 2) + µq(λx )Ψx + µq(λt )Ψt}−118: µq(δ) ← Σq(δ)TTp{µTq(bξ )(y− Uµq(η0))− [∑Ni=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)]T0µq(β)}µq(1/σ 2)19: for i = 1→ G do20: `λx (gi)← 12 log|giΨx + µq(λt )Ψt| − gi{bl + 12[tr(ΨxΣq(δ)) + µq(δ)TΨxµq(δ)]}21: end for22: µq(λx ) ← [LTg `λx (g)]−1LTg{g exp[`λx (g)− maxg `λx (g)]}23: for i = 1→ G do24: `λt (gi)← 12 log|µq(λx )Ψx + giΨt| − gi{bl + 12[tr(ΨtΣq(δ)) + µq(δ)TΨtµq(δ)]}25: end for26: µq(λt ) ← [LTg `λt (g)]−1LTg{g exp[`λt (g)− maxg `λt (g)]}27: Bq(σ 2x ) ← bx + 12 ∑Ni=1[|| x˜i − µx (ti)− Φ(ti)ξi,0 ||22 + tr(Φ(ti)TΦ(ti)Λi)]28: µq(1/σ 2x ) ← (ax +∑Ni=1 ni/2)/Bq(σ 2x )29: Bq(σ 2) ← bs + 12 || (y− Uµq(η0) − µq(η1)) ||22 + 12 tr(UTUΣq(η0))+ 12 tr{[∑Ni=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)]Σq(θ)}+ 12µq(θ)T[∑Ni=1 Eξ(bξibTξi)]µq(θ) − 12µq(θ)T µq(bξi )T µq(bξi )µq(θ)30: µq(1/σ 2) ← (ax + N/2)/Bq(σ 2)31: until Change in p(y, x˜; q) is negligible OR maximum number of iterations reached
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